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Three reasons to consider Fund investments 

 
Designed to remain strategically allocated to hedged equity positions in any market 

environment, the Fund offers a potential built-in buffer for down markets by giving 

up some of the appreciation in bull markets. 

 

 

Key points 

 Actively managed, dividend-focused and value-oriented 

 Diversified across three value sub-sectors: Classic Value, 

Persistent Earners and Distressed/Contrarian 

 Domestic equity portfolio features an active risk-hedging overlay  

 Designed to remain strategically allocated to hedged equity 

positions in any market environment 

 Fund typically allocates roughly 5% of the portfolio to the hedging 

element and approximately 95% to dividend-paying securities 

 Favors securities priced with a potential “margin of safety” (selling 

at an attractive price below their historical valuations) to 

compensate for near-term volatility 

 A way to invest at home to access potential profits from overseas 

Share Class NASDAQ Ticker CUSIP Numbers 

Institutional (I) CANTX 85520V616 

Advisor/C Shares (C) CANOX 85520V590 

Objective Seek to maximize long-term capital growth and income while 

looking to preserve capital during significant market pullbacks.  

 

About Alpha Risk Management develops and distributes a select group 

of innovative risk-management solutions which employ a variety of 

hedging, diversification, sector rotation and defensive strategies. 

 

Dividend strength;  historically a contributor to total return 

Historically, equity dividend yields and dividend growth have been additive to 

performance. 
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Value diversification across three sub-sectors 

The Fund offers an added measure of value diversification through 

investments across securities classified as Classic Value, 

Distressed/Contrarian and Persistent Earners. 

 

2 Leading risk-hedging tools optimize portfolio strategy 

The Fund’s strategy may utilize option positions comprised of protective puts on 

stocks, stock indices and volatility indices which we finance by selling options for 

a net credit. This approach allows us to protect against depreciation of our equity 

positions in exchange for some limitation on upside potential. 
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Do You Want to Know More about Alpha Risk Hedged Dividend Equity 

Strategy? Visit Us at www.alphariskfunds.com. 

Source: S&P 500 total return: Dividends vs. capital appreciation 

Average annualized returns. Standard & Poor’s, 2016. The performance 

information quoted represents past performance, which is not a guarantee 

of future results. 

CLASSIC VALUE 

30-50% Financially sound 

companies selling at 

economical valuations 

relative to their earnings 

power which demonstrate 

a commitment to sound, 

above average dividends 

over the long term. 

 
PERSISTENT EARNERS 

30-50% Well-established 

companies with dependable 

revenue growth, reliable earnings 

and healthy dividend appreciation, 

priced below their historical 

valuations. 

DISTRESSED/CONTRARIAN 

10-20% Companies that may sell at 

significant discounts to their intrinsic 

value due to potential market 

inefficiencies. 

Serial RCARS0317001 

Strike price of 

protective put. This 

is the position’s 

minimum value. 

Below this value, 

the put will offset 

any further 

decrease in the 

stock price 

Sell options taking in credits to finance protective 

puts 

 

Goal is for cost of the puts and the credits to 

offset, delivering $0 cost for protection to the 

strategy 

Buy puts to 

temper 

downside risk 

http://www.alphariskfunds.com/


 Average Annual Total Return as of Quarter Ending 3/31/2017  

  1st Quarter Year-to-Date One Year Three Years Five Years Inception 12b-1 Fee 

Institutional Shares 

(I Class) NAV 
-2.05% -2.05% 0.63% -0.38% N/A -0.32%2 None 

BarclayHedge Equity  

Long/Short Index 
1.76% 1.76% 5.97% 2.48% N/A 5.48%2   

Advisor Shares 

(C Class) NAV 

1.00% Max CDSC 
-3.22%3 -3.22%3 -0.32% -1.41% N/A -1.13%4 1.00% 

Advisor Shares 

(C Class) NAV 
-2.22%5 -2.22%5 -0.32% -1.41% N/A -1.13%4 1.00% 

BarclayHedge Equity  

Long/Short Index 
1.76% 1.76% 5.97% 2.48% N/A 5.48%4   

1From the most recent prospectus dated 9/28/16. To waive or reduce its fees and to assume other expenses of the Fund, if necessary, in an amount that limits 

the Fund’s annual operating expenses, the Advisor has entered into an Expense Limitation Agreement with the Fund which runs through September 30, 2017, 

and may not be terminated prior to that date except via action by the Trust’s board of trustees.  

2From Fund share Inception: 9/20/12; benchmark performance from 9/1/12 as intra-month values are not available. 

3These periods reflect a reduction of a 1.00% CDSC fee. The CDSC fee applies only when shares are sold less than one year after purchase. 

4From Fund share inception: 9/26/12; benchmark performance from 9/1/12 as intra-month values are not available. 

5Performance figures for these periods Do Not reflect the reduction of a 1.00% CDSC fee and assume any shares sold were held for a minimum of 1 year.  

The performance information quoted above represents past performance, which is not a guarantee of future results. Investment return and principal 

value of an investment will fluctuate so that an investor’s shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost. Current 

performance may be lower or higher than the performance data quoted. An investor may obtain performance data current to the most recent month-

end by calling 1-800-773-3863. Total return measures net investment income and capital gain or loss from portfolio investments. All performance 

shown assumes reinvestment of dividends and capital gains distributions. 

An investor should consider the investment objectives, management fees, risks, charges and expenses of the Fund carefully before investing. The 

prospectus contains this and other information about the Fund. A copy of the prospectus is available at www.ncfunds.com or by calling 

Shareholder Services at 1-800-773-3863. Please read the Prospectus carefully before investing. 

The Fund and Portfolio Funds held by the Fund may use derivative instruments, which derive their value from the value of an underlying security, 

currency or index. Moreover, derivative instruments involve risks different from direct investments in the underlying assets such as the fact that the 

transactions may result in losses of all or in excess of any gain in the portfolio positions. 

An investment in the Fund is subject to investment risks, including the possible loss of some or the entire principal amount invested.  There can be no 

assurance that the Fund will be successful in meeting its investment objective. Investment in the fund is also subject to the following risks: Fund of Funds, 

Control of Portfolio Funds, Market, Management Style, Common Stock, Other Equity Securities, Large-Cap Securities, Small-Cap and Mid-Cap Securities, 

Fixed Income, Interest Rate, Inflation, High-Yield, Commodities, Real Estate,  Sector, Foreign Securities and Emerging Markets, Derivatives, Short Sales, 

Leverage, Portfolio Turnover,  Swaps, Convertible Securities, Investment Advisor, Fixed-Income Market, Risks from Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities and 

Risks from Writing Options. The Fund may invest in foreign securities and emerging markets, and these investments have risks that differ significantly from 

those associated with domestic securities. The use of leverage may exaggerate changes in a portfolio fund’s share price and the return on its investments and 

accordingly, the value of the Fund’s investments in portfolio funds may be more volatile than all other risks, including the risk of loss of an investment, tend to 

be compounded or magnified. The Fund and Portfolio Funds may invest in junk bonds, including bonds of issuers in default, and other fixed income securities 

that are rated below investment grade. The Fund and the Portfolio Funds held by the Fund may use derivative instruments, which derive their value from the 

value of an underlying security, currency or index. Moreover, derivative instruments involve risks different from direct investments in the underlying assets such 

as the fact that the transactions may result in losses of all or in excess of any gain in the portfolio position. 

The Fund is distributed by Capital Investment Group, Inc., Member FINRA/SIPC, 100 E Six Forks Rd., Suite 200, Raleigh, NC 27609, (800) 773-3863. There is 

no affiliation between Alpha Risk Solutions, Inc., including its principals, and Capital Investment Group, Inc. 
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Serial # RCARS0317001 

Minimum Investment Annual Operating Expenses1 

Initial $250.00 IRA Initial $250.00 Institutional Shares (I Class) NAV Advisor Shares (C Class) NAV 

Subsequent $50.00 IRA Subsequent $50.00 Gross Expenses 1.46% Gross Expenses 3.07% 

Net Expenses 1.45% Net Expenses 2.99% 

http://www.ncfunds.com/

